

**Nourison Delano**

**Polypropylene Rectangular or Round Area Rugs in Blue or Black**

- Classic Persian Rugs
- Medallion design framed by a richly figured decorative border

Laura Ratliff, who wrote “29 Oriental Rugs for Every Space,” published in the February 7, 2017 edition of *Architectural Digest*, says there’s an Oriental rug out there for every space, whether you’re looking to accent an opulent English-inspired library or a sleek modern living room.

**History of Persian Rugs**

Persian rugs are 2,400 years old. The most expensive Persian rug ever sold was a 17th Century antique that was auctioned at Sotheby’s for 33 million.

Our Nourison Delano collection of Persian rugs include classic floral and ornamental motifs that will look elegant in any room. Sizes and prices:

- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 2’ x 3’ Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU2X3), (DEL04BK2X3), $26.59
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 2’2” x 7’6” Blue or Black Runner (DEL04BU2X8), (DEL04BK2X8), $47.39
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 3’11” x 5’11” Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU4X6), (DEL04BK4X6), $57.99
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 5’3” x 7’3” Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU5X7), (DEL04BK5X7), $100.99
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 6’7” x 9’6” Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU7X10), (DEL04BK7X10), $132.99
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 7’10” x 10’10” Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU8X11), (DEL04BK8X11), $178.19
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 3’4” x 3’4” Round Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU3RND), (DEL04BK3RND), $42.59
- Nourison Delano Polypropylene 5’3” x 5’3” Round Blue or Black Area Rug (DEL04BU5RND), (DEL04BK5RND), $100.49

**Polypropylene Rugs**

Since the 20th century, synthetic fibers such as polypropylene, nylon or polyester are often used, as these fibers are less expensive than wool. Polypropylene carpets are known to have good stain resistance and are suited for moderate traffic areas.

**Rug Cleaning**

Nourison has published the following cleaning recommendations:

- Always use a professional cleaning service. Consumer self-cleaning methods are discouraged.
- Clean spills immediately by blotting with a clean sponge or cloth.
- Vacuum regularly.
- Avoid use of beater-bar type vacuum as they may cause yarns to pull or snag. If snagging does occur, avoid pulling yarn knots out of surface pile.

Earliest rug creations took place in the Middle East and regions in Central Asia. Persian rugs made their way to India, China, and Western Europe.

The Nourison collection of area rugs features a wide range of Persian-inspired patterns and colors.